Developers learn to use a sofnvare library not just from its documentation but also from toy examples and existing real-life application code (e.g., by using grep). The CodeWeb tool takes this simple idea firther by a deeper analysis of a large collection of applications to see what characteristic usage of the library is like. We demonstrate the tool by showing how the KDE core libraries are used in real-life KDE applications. Moreover, we look at a recently developedfeature that helps software developersport an application from an old version of a library to a new one.
Introduction
While popular commercial libraries, such as MFC, are usually well-documented, open source or internally developed libraries are often not. In either case -and particularly in the latter -developers today learn to use a software library not just from its documentation but also from toy examples and existing real-life application code (e.g., by using grep or looking at browse information). 
ReuseTable
A reuse table shows the percentage of existing applications that use various library classes. If a library class has been used by many applications in the past, then it is likely to be useful in future applications also -and so it is certainly worth knowing about. For example, we see from Figure 1 , (a) that KApplication is used by 97.5% of all KDE 1 applications and 76.8% of KDE 2 applications. Consequently, we should certainly consider using this class in any new KDE application that we write.
The reuse table also shows two usage deltas for each library class. Roughly speaking, if a usage delta is a large positive (negative) number, then this indicates that there is a significant increase (resp. decrease) in the use of that class in KDE 2, so one may consider using (resp. no longer using) this class when porting an application from KDE 1 to KDE 2.
ReusePatterns
Reuse patterns show characteristic ways in which library classes have been used in existing applications. Clicking on the "Patterns" link to the right of KApplication in Figure 1, (a) shows the reuse patterns in Figure 1 , (b 
Related Work
Much of the research on tool support for software reuse has focused on component retrieval systems [2, 51. However, such systems are limited: (1) the user may not know what kind of components to look for; and (2) even if the user does find the components of interest, they may not work together to accomplish the desired task -and if they do, the component retrieval system doesn't tell the user how.
Closer to our approach is the work done on exemplars [3] and reengineering libraries [6] . While the first method addresses the same problem we do, it requires sophisticated domain analysis by an expert. The second method analyses library usage in existing applications in an automated manner, but the method is designed to help developers reengineer the inheritance hierarchy of a framework rather than help users develop applications using a framework.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have described a tool, CodeWeb, for data mining library reuse patterns. Preliminary feedback from KDE developers has been encouraging. One developer said "I used to use C V S Web to 'cheat' (basically find where someone else had done something that I wanted to do). Codeweb makes it ea$y to 'cheat' which is what design patterns are all about in my opinion." In future work, we shall make CodeWeb more problem-oriented so that one can enter a query such as "double buffering" and the tool will (1) search for code related to double buffering (perhaps by using CVS comments); and (2) data mine the search results to identify characteristic ways in which KDE developers have done double buffering in the past.
